
“Why do we dream,Momma?” 
“I had a dream I was flying on a cloud, but I kept wanting to eat it.”  
“I wonder what clouds taste like. Momma, do you know what clouds taste like?” 
 
Charlotte drives home after a long day on her feet, as her 5 year old asks her all the questions 
that pop into his mind. One after the other. Charlotte wants to answer her sweet boy’s curious 
mind, but can’t seem to get a word in. So she lets him continue.  
 
“Mom. Can we get a cow? I went on a field trip, and they showed me how to milk a cow!”  
“And Mom, if I had a dog, I could just keep it in my room and feed it pizza!”  
 
On this twenty minute drive home, Charlotte is listening to all of his questions. Music playing 
softly, windows down, and the beaming colors of the sunset pierce her eyes. She looks in the 
rearview mirror and sees that sweet boy’s face. She then glances over and sees her oldest son. 
She quickly studies his face. Thinking to herself, “Is he truly ok? I hope he never gets his heart 
broken. I wonder what he is going to be when he grows up.” 
 
After a while, her mind drifts off. Thinking of times that being a mom is hard. Thinking of times 
where she would hide in the bathroom with the pack of cookies, just to get some peace. Or, 
those extra hard times. Trying to help with the first teenage heartbreak. Or, the first loss of a 
very close family member. Times like these, make times like those worth it. Charlotte thinks to 
herself, times that you feel like “you’re not enough” or “if you’re doing the right thing for your 
child” makes these times worth it. These random questions that he feels completely comfortable 
asking without fear of judgement. The 100 “I love you” hugs I get from my sweet very 
affectionate boy. The quick teenage smile you get after you feel like you’ve lost to video games 
and girls. Or, being able to teach him something new because, you know, teenagers know 
everything!  
 
So, “why do we dream?” 
 
Charlotte thought to herself, we dream to give us hope. Hope for a brighter future. Whether 
you’ll grow up and be a nephologist, or you will grow up to be a vet. Some days, Charlotte 
dreams of 10 mins of quiet time and other days she dreams that her children will always be by 
her side. Nevertheless, there is hope! Some dreams are not as good as the others, but with 
those dreams, think back to the dream where you were flying on a cloud and trying to eat it.  
 
 
Just keep dreaming, my sweet boys.  


